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The collection of data through surveys on highly personal and sensitive issues may lead to answering refusals and false responses, making inferences difficult. Obtaining valid and reliable information depends on the cooperation of the respondents, and the willingness of the respondents depends on the confidentiality of their responses. Warner (1965) developed a data collection procedure, the randomized response (RR) technique, that allows researchers to obtain sensitive information while guaranteeing privacy to respondents. For example, a randomizing device is used to select a question from a group of questions and the respondent answers the selected question. The respondent is protected because the interviewer will not know which question is being answered. Warner's and related approaches were specifically developed to hide answers of the respondents and to estimate proportions and related confidence intervals in the population (Elffers, van In some applications, randomized response data can be hierarchically structured, and there is an interest in group differences regarding some sensitive individual characteristic. One could think of an application where it is of interest to know if cheating behavior differs across faculties or if social security fraud is more likely to appear in groups with certain characteristics. However, the usual randomized response models do not allow a hierarchical data analysis of the RR data. Statistical methods for hierarchically structured data, for example analysis of variance Fox (ANOVA) or multilevel analysis, cannot be applied because the true individual responses are unknown. The true item responses are defined as the item responses that would have been obtained when directly asking sensitive questions given truthful answers of the respondents. In most situations, it can be assumed that direct questioning, for obtaining sensitive information, leads to biased results.
It is shown that this problem can be circumvented when item response theory (IRT) is used for modeling the true responses to a set of items. An IRT model specifies the probability of a respondent achieving a score on an item, as a function of the respondent's continuous valued unobservable (latent) attitude and item parameters (Lord & Novick, 1968 ). The RR model relates the observed RR data with the true item response data. The proposed method enables researchers to perform a hierarchical analysis of some underlying characteristic or attitude measured by a set of randomized item responses.
It is well known that data collection by means of direct questioning often results in biased estimates when asking sensitive questions. Furthermore, the RR technique estimators of the population proportions have larger standard errors than estimators from direct questioning. Therefore, Scheers and Dayton (1988) developed a covariate randomized response model. The RR technique estimation is improved by using a covariate that correlates with the individual latent characteristic or attitude. This technique is easily incorporated in the proposed method using IRT. That is, covariates concerning individual or group characteristics can be taken into account in the estimation of the true individual sensitive attitudes given the randomized responses. However, it is also possible the other way around, to explore characteristics that can be held responsible for individual differences in attitudes. Therefore, the differential influence of individual and group characteristics on sensitive characteristics can be investigated.
This article can be divided into three parts. In the first part, the proposed randomized item response theory (RIRT) model is described for the Warner technique and the unrelated-question technique (Greenberg, Abul-Ela, Simons, & Horvitz, 1969). A description is given of the incorporation of covariates and the hierarchical RIRT model. The second part shows an application of the hierarchical RIRT model to data on cheating behavior of students at a University in the Netherlands. In the final part, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation procedure is described for estimating simultaneously all parameters of the hierarchical RIRT model. As a result, the extra variance induced by the RR technique is taken into account in the estimation of the other parameters.
The Randomized Item Response Model
The commonly used RR models, Warner's model and the unrelated-question model, are extended with an IRT model to give rise to a hierarchical analysis of the underlying attitude.
The Warner Model
In the data collection procedure, a random device is used in such a way that a respondent answers one of two randomly selected questions. Furthermore, the Randomized Item Response Theory Models respondent does not reveal the question that has been selected. When answering a set of items, each item is presented in a positively and negatively worded form. Let nt denote the true probability of giving a positive response (Y = 1) and p denote the known probability of selecting a particular question of an item based on the randomization device. It follows that P(Y = 1) = pn + (1 -p)(l -).
(
From a sample of responses, the true probability of a positive response in the population, nt, can be estimated (Warner, 1965) given the observed responses. In a different perspective, it could be stated that the true item response, denoted as 5, that would have been obtained by means of direct questioning is missing. Only the observed response y is obtained because of the interference of the randomization device. IRT models are commonly used for measuring attitudes or abilities given item responses. Obviously, an IRT model can be used to measure a (sensitive) characteristic if the true item responses are observed. Suppose that respondents, indexed ij (i = 1, ... , nj,j = 1, ..., J), are nested in groups, indexed (j= 1, ..., J). The true item responses to the k = 1, ..., K items are captured in a matrix y. It is assumed that the set of items are composed to measure some underlying attitude 0. According to a two-parameter (normal ogive) IRT model: the probability of a true positive response on item k of a respondent, indexed ij, with attitude level Oij, is given by P (Yik = I I 0j, ak, bk) = I(ak1ij
where ak and bk are the item parameters measuring the discriminating power and difficulty of item k, and (D denotes the standard cumulative distribution function. An item with high discriminating power results in high scores of respondents with high attitude level and low scores of respondents with low attitude level. The respondents score about the same when the discriminating power is low. Respondents score poorly on items with a high difficulty parameter and well on items with a low difficulty parameter. The normal ogive model, Equation 2, is easily integrated in Warner' s model. It follows that the probability of a positive response on item k for a student indexed ij is
where itijk = P (Yijk = 1 I ij, ak, bk). In this randomized item response theory (RIRT) model, Equation 3, the true nonobserved item responses are modeled by an IRT model, and they are linked to the observed item responses via Warner's RR technique. The whole concept becomes clearer through a probability tree. In Figure 1 it is shown how a true response to item k of a person indexed ij leads to an observed item response according to the RIRT model based on Warner's RR technique. First, the value of the unobserved true response yijk depends on the value of the latent attitude, 0i and the item parameters. Second, the observed item response depends on a probability p attributable to the interference of the randomization device. For example, the respondent, with attitude level Oi, gives a positive true (latent) response on item k with probability 4(aki -bk). A negative response is observed with a probability 1 -p.
The Unrelated-Question Model
In the unrelated-question model, the respondent replies to one of the two questions, but one of the questions is completely innocuous and unrelated to the under-Randomized Item Response Theory Models lying characteristic. Greenberg et al. (1969) assumed that the respondent might be more truthful when using the unrelated-question technique. In the most simple form, the outcome of the unrelated question is known, and the corresponding proportion of positive answers is already known. So, the object is to estimate the true proportion of positive responses on the sensitive question. This follows in a natural way in the forced alternative method (Fox & Tracy, 1986 ). The randomized device determines whether the respondent is forced to answer positively, negatively, or to answer the sensitive question. For example, in the study described below, concerning cheating behavior of students at a Dutch University two dice were used. The respondents were asked to roll two dice and answer "yes" if the sum of the outcomes were 2 or 3, answer the sensitive question if the sum were between 3 and 11, and answer "no" if the sum were 12. Let pi be the probability that the respondent has to answer the sensitive question and p2 be the probability of a forced positive response given that a forced response has to be given. Here, pl = 3/4 and p2 = 2/3. So, the probability of observing a positive response on item k from respondent ij, that is Yijk = 1, is P(Yijk = 1) = 3/4tijk + 1/4 2/3.
The probability tijk represents the probability on a positive response when directly asking the sensitive question. Again, an IRT model can be used to model the true item responses. In Figure 2 on page 194, a probability tree is given that presents the relationship between the true response and the observed response. For example, there are three ways of observing a positive response. With a probability tijk, a positive response is given on the sensitive question, with probability p,, this response is also observed, and with probability (1 -p1)p2, a forced positive response is observed. With probability 1 -ltijk a negative response on the sensitive question is given, but a forced positive response is observed with probability (1 -P1)P2. The graph displays all possible outcomes with probabilities.
The forced alternative method is comparatively easy for respondents to comprehend. Furthermore, it can be safely assumed that the values of the parameters p, and p2 are known. In the unrelated-question model, it is not always clear if these parameters are known without error or have to be estimated. When asking an unrelated question concerning a characteristic of the respondents, the population under survey may have changed or may be slightly different from a larger population for whom the proportion of positive responses is known.
A Hierarchical RIRT Model
There are at least two interesting extensions of the described RIRT model. In the first, the population proportions of the true positive responses may vary from group to group. This way it can be investigated if the proportions of true positive responses, regarding a particular item, differs per group. In the second extension, the population attitude means may differ. Then, interest is focused on attitude differences between groups. 
ANOVA of Population Proportions
It is assumed that the groups are randomly selected from a larger population. Then, the true mean population proportions can be broken down in a group contribution, a random group effect plus a general population mean, and a deviation for each respondent from their group's contribution. Consider the responses to item k. Let tijk denote the probability on a positive true item response defined in Equation 2. It follows that The estimation problem can also be viewed as a missing data problem. The variable of interest, the latent attitudes, cannot be observed directly but usually inferences can be made from observed item responses. However, the observed data consist of randomized item responses. So, the latent attitudes, as well as the true item responses are missing. A popular technique for handling missing data is multiple imputation, see, for example, Rubin (1987 Rubin ( , 1996 
where ei -%V(0, e,= 1), and uj -V-(O, T) with T a diagonal matrix with elements .1. So, it was assumed that the underlying attitudes of students in different groups were independent. The variable X can be seen as an individual background variable and was simulated from a normal distribution with standard deviation <IH. Via a normal ogive model, Equation 2, true item responses, V, were simulated, with item discrimination parameters equal to one and difficulty parameters equal to zero. Then, the forced randomized response method was used (see Figure 2) to simulate randomized item response data Y.
One hundred data sets were generated and analyzed using the Gibbs sampler. All parameter estimates are based on 50, 000 iterations and a burn-in period of 5, 000 iterations. The convergence of the MCMC chains was checked using the standard convergence diagnostics from the Bayesian output analysis (BOA, http://www.public-health.uiowa.edu/boa). The BOA software contains the Geweke convergence test, the Raftery-Lewis test, the Heidelberg-Welch, and the halfwidth test. The diagnostic tests and plots of the sampled values indicated convergence of the MCMC chains. The log-posterior associated with each draw of (a, b, y, ire, T) was computed. Moreover, two parallel MCMC samplers were ran using dispersed initial values. Figure 3 shows sample paths of the log-posterior, the fixed effect 0oo, and the Level 1 standard deviation e, of the RIRT model, corresponding to one of the simulated data sets. Each individual plot contains the overlaid traces from both parallel chains for a single parameter. The quick mixing of the parameters are obvious, and it can be seen that the Gibbs sampler converged within 5, 000 iterations. The corrected Gelman and Rubin convergence diagnostic (Brooks & Gelman, 1998) also suggested good mixing within and between chains. Notice that the mean estimate of the log-posterior values can also be used to compute a Bayes factor. In this Bayesian analysis, proper but independent noninformative priors were used. For the item parameters, a simultaneous noninformative proper prior was defined ensuring that each item had a positive discrimination index, see the Appendix for specific details. Then, normal priors were assigned to (y, j3) with very large variances to make their means irrelevant. A Wishart prior with small degrees of freedom, with the identity matrix as the precision matrix, was assigned to T-1. Finally, a gamma prior was assigned to ae with small values for the scale and shape parameters.
In this simulation study, the simulated 0 and item parameter values were used to simulate randomized item response data, Y, and also used to simulate true item response data, Y, The true item response data were analyzed without the randomized response technique. The fixed parameter estimates and the intraclass correlation coefficient are significant. So, the multilevel analysis given the randomized response data, using the MCMC algorithm, did result in the exposure of the fixed and random group effects concerning the latent underlying individual characteristics.
Analyzing Cheating Behavior at a Dutch University
Detecting fraud is difficult, and educational organizations are often not willing to expend the effort required to get to the bottom of cheating cases. On the other hand, student cheating and plagiarism become important problems with the rising possibilities of ways to cheat on exams. The introduction of mobile phones and handheld computers has led to high-tech cheating with web-equipped cell phones or handheld organizers. Today, with the latest developed mobiles, text messages or photographs of test questions are easily send to others. In 2002, a study was done to assess cheating behavior of students at a University in the Netherlands. The main targets were to investigate the number of students committing fraud, their reasons, and the different ways students cheat on exams.
A sample of studies was drawn from which a stratified sample of students was drawn so that different studies were represented proportional to their total number Fox of students. The students received an e-mail in which they were asked to cooperate. The forced alternative method was explained in the e-mail to gain the respondents' confidence, so that they were willing to participate and also to answer truthfully. A Web site was developed containing questions concerning cheating on exams and assignments. Each item was a statement, and respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with it. When a student visited the Web site, an on-Web dice server rolled two dice before a question could be answered. The result of both rolls determined if the student was compelled to answer "yes," when the sum of the outcomes were two or three, to say "no" when the sum was twelve, or to answer the sensitive question, in the other cases. In fact, a forced response was automatically given because it is known that some respondents find it difficult to be compelled to lie (see Fox & Tracy, 1986 ). The forced response technique was implemented with pl = 3/4 and p2 = 2/3.
The items asked were divided in three groups: investigating ways, frequencies, and reasons to commit fraud. The responses to the set of items contained more information than cheating behavior of the respondents. Therefore, the responses to the items that were assumed to measure the underling attitude, cheating behavior, were selected. It was investigated, by means of an item analysis, that a subset of 20 items reflected a single underlying characteristic and formed an internally consistent scale. The total number of respondents (698) 
were divided over J = 7 different studies, that is, Computer Science (CS), Educational science and technology (EST), Philosophy of Science (PS), Mechanical Engineering (ME), Public Administration and Technology (PAT), Science and Technology (ST), and Applied Communication Science (ACS).
Frequencies at the item level of cheating can be given from a classical analysis of the RR data (Warner, 1965) . In summary, about 25% of the respondents have once cheated on an exam. However, almost 55% of the students admit that they have observed cheating. To obtain more information at the item level and to investigate group mean differences, the RIRT model was estimated given the RR data to the set of 20 items. Various RIRT models were estimated, and each model was identified by fixing the scale of the latent attitude, with mean zero and variance one. Each MCMC procedure contained 50,000 iterations and a burn-in period of 5,000 iterations. Convergence of the MCMC chains was checked using the standard convergence diagnostics from the BOA program. Plots of the runs and the diagnostic tests suggested a convergence of the MCMC chains.
In Figure 6 , the top figure presents the estimated posterior distribution of the latent attitudes of the respondents towards cheating. The 10 students with the lowest score on this attitude scale are CS students and the 10 highest scores correspond to six EST, two PAT, and two ACS students. In fact, all students can be ordered with respect to this attitude scale. The bottom figure presents three item characteristic functions (ICF). Each function specifies the probability of a positive response given the value of the latent attitude. The probability of a positive response increases as the level of the latent attitude increases. The three ICFs concern items about ways of cheating. The respondents were asked if they engaged in these Fox specific forms of cheating. Just 5 % of the respondents gave a positive response on Item 1, "During an examination, received answers from other students by signaling." Item 12, "Copied an answer by looking at another student's test paper," was positively answered by 24% of the respondents. The ICF of Item 12 shows that, given the overall mean level of the attitude, the probability of a positive response is about 17%. This probability is about 32% for Item 17, "Used forbidden materials, as a crib note, during an exam." So, almost one third of the students have once used a crib note, and this seems to be the most popular method. As a matter of fact, this is in line with other researches regarding cheating (Cizek, 1999) .
Differences in Group Means
Interest was focused on investigating differences in group mean attitudes and proportions. First, it was investigated if the mean proportion of positive responses differed across studies. In specific, Item 17, described above, and Item 10, "Written additional information in a reference book that was permitted for answering questions," were considered. The RIRT model was extended with Equation 5 for k = 10 and k = 17, to investigate if the group mean probabilities of a positive response differed.
In Figure 7 , the estimated random group effects for Item 10 and Item 17 are plotted with CIs. For both items, the realized group mean probabilities are given in parenthesis. The labels of the groups include, in parenthesis, the number of students. It is remarkable that far less positive responses were given by Computer Science students. It could be that these students did not trust the method build within a Web site, but no evidence was found to substantiate this. So, the probability of students using a cheat sheet or other forbidden material varies across studies and is particular low for Computer Science students. The intraclass correlation coefficients are .34 and .38, with 95% credible intervals [. 16, .52] and [. 18, .58], for Items 10 and 17, respectively. So, the fraction of the total variance in the individual response probabilities, attributable to the grouping of students in classes, is quite large for both items.
Another important question was if cheating behavior of the students varied over studies. The differences in attitudes across studies was analyzed with a random effects model. The attitudes of the students were broken down in a contribution from the group, yo + uj and a deviation for each student from the group's contribution, eij,
where both residuals, uj and e11, are assumed to be independent. Furthermore, uj is normally distributed with variance o2 and e,3 normally distributed with variance o2. Therefore, yo is the general mean, and uj is the contribution of the group indexed j to the attitudes of the students belonging to it. In Table 2 Studies about students cheating often considered whether male students are more likely to cheat than female students. It is generally believed that female students have a greater tendency to follow rules and fear the consequences should they be caught. On the other hand, female students may have a growing sense that they must cheat to compete with male students, especially in male-dominated classes. The RIRT model, extended with a random effects model, was used to investigate gender effects on cheating behavior taking account for the effect that the students are nested in studies. The random effects model in Equation 8 was extended with explanatory variable Male, Oij= yo + y1Malei + uj + eij,
where Male was coded as 0 for female students and 1 for male students. Table 3 gives the parameter estimates obtained from the MCMC algorithm. The mean attitude of the female students, Yo, is zero, because the scale of the latent attitude was fixed with mean 0 and variance 1. The effect of Male is slightly negative, indicating that male students are less likely to cheat, but the effect is not significant. It can be concluded that the group mean attitudes toward cheating of male students and female students do not differ.
In conclusion, not "everyone's doing it," but about 25% of the students admitted they have once cheated on an exam. The analysis with the RIRT model revealed that cheating behavior varied across studies, and that Computer Science students are less likely to cheat. Furthermore, proportion of positive responses to the use of forbidden materials also varied over classes, in specific, EST students are most likely to use forbidden materials. The RR method is meant for dichotomous responses but can be extended to polytomous responses using a nominal response model, when there is no a priori ordering of the categories, or a graded response model, when the available Fox categories can be ordered. Then, using the forced alternative method, the corresponding randomization device should be set up in such a way that with probability p a true response is given, and with probability 1 -p, a forced response is given in one of the response categories with a certain probability. Respondents may feel that their answers to (sensitive) questions cannot always be captured by true or false. In practice, items with a five-point Likert response format from "1 = strongly disagree" to "5 = strongly agree" are frequently used in educational and psychological measurement.
The posterior variance of the estimated latent characteristic has two components. One is the usual sampling variance associated with the truthful responses. The other is the additional variance caused by the uncertainty associated with the randomized responses. The RR method only works, in the Warner model, when the probability of asking the sensitive question is not equal to 1/2. The posterior variance of the estimates can be large when this value is close 1/2 and will be smallest for values near zero or one, provided that the sample size is large enough. On the other hand, to gain the respondents' confidence, the probability that the sensitive question is chosen cannot be so high as to arouse suspicion. There is a certain trade-off in obtaining honest answers and efficient estimates when using the traditional randomized response technique. The basic idea behind the RR technique is that the respondent must believe that his or her answer cannot be incriminating. However, when applying the RIRT model, inferences can be made at the individual level. So, the subject will probably not cooperate when he or she fully understands this new RIRT model analysis. This paradox complicates the effectiveness of the RIRT model because the method is invented for obtaining truthful answers. Perhaps it is better for researchers to explain only the randomized response model to the respondents to keep them motivated and to keep this new powerful statistical method intact. 
